2. Press the redial button.

4. Press the mem button again The display shows
2. Press the mem button. The phone will start recording.

1. Make sure the phone is OFF (not in TALK mode).

and press the memory button to save. More than one letter is stored in each of the memory location. You will hear a confirmation tone

NOTE: The system treats PAUSES as delays or spaces in the dialing sequence. A PAUSE is inserted after a number. For example, if you want to make a call to 911, you would enter 911 PAUSE 911 to split the numbers into a single sequence of numbers.

NOTE: Press the *EXIT/tone button once to keep the previous setting when making a call. Press and release to move to the next message.

NOTE: If the memory location is occupied, REPLACE MEMO? is displayed. You will hear a confirmation tone.

1. Press the flash/answerer/call waiting button to access the answering system.

2. Begin speaking after you hear the beep.

Remote Access

Chain-Dialing from Memory

Pressing and holding the mem button for 3 seconds displays the last number dialed. You will hear a confirmation tone.

Answering System Setup

The button functions are defined on the handset above Handset LCD.

TIP: You can bypass the outgoing announcement by pressing any digit after the password.

Extra Charging Cradle

Registration

Belt Clip and Headset

1. Press and release ( ) skip to go to the next message.

• Press and release ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.
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• Press ( ) to play the message.
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• Press ( ) to stop message playback.
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• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.
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• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.
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• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.

• Press ( ) to play the message.

• Press ( ) to delete a message.

• Press ( ) to stop message playback.
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• Press ( ) to stop message playback.
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